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ABSTRACT: The disk brake is a device used to slow or stop the wheel rotation. 

The wheel and the axle are generally linked with a break disk made of cast iron 

or ceramic composites. To stop the wheel, friction material, as brake pads, will be 

pushed to either side of the disk by mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic or 

electromagnetic pressure. Friction slows or stops the disk and the fixed wheel. 

However, owing to the elevated application of strength and torque, hydraulic 

energy is the source of power in our project. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A [1] push rod exercises force on the piston in the master cylinder when the brake 

pedal is pushed, causing fluids from the breaker fluid tank to flow through the 

compensating port into the pressure chambers [2]. The result is an increase in the 

pressure of the whole scheme [3], driving the fluid to one or more calipers by 

hydraulic lines [4], where it operates on one or more calipers covered by one or more 

seated ring for preventing fluid leakage [5]. The pressure of the entire system 

increases [6]. Then the brake caliper pistons apply pressure to the brake pads by 

pressing against the rotor, and a braking torque is produced by the friction between 

the pads and the rotor, which slows down the car. Through the vents and channels 

in the rotor, or through the pads, which are made of special heat-top materials such 
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as Kevlar & sintered glass, heat generated by the friction is disseminated. 

Alternatively, the fluid pushes a wheel cylinder with the drum brake and presses one 

or two brake shoes against the spinning drum inside. The brake shoes use the same 

material as the pads used in disk breaks for hot tolerance friction. 

 

WORKING 

 

We use the wheel disc with the interior layout of the master cylinder and brake pad 

and a reversal spring [7]. For operating the master cylinder at certain pressure, the 

air from the compressor is used, where the solenoid valve is used for operating the 

master cylinder and regulated by the control unit [8]. Whenever the brake is used, 

the control unit activates the solenoid valve, which is supplied by air through the 

master cylinder from the compressor [9]. After the control unit has been released, 

the solenoid valve is activated and the supply from the compressor stops from 

executing the piston rod inside the master cylinder [10]. In the same manner as we 

do the hydraulic disc brake system, the master cylinder releases the piston rod to its 

original position [11]. 

 

RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

Hydraulic disc brake system is used for to elevated applied strength and torque of 

hydraulic energy as a power source. The high end hydraulic brakes are better than 

either rim brakes or mechanical disks. There is greater efficiency on hydraulic 

systems than on the mechanical disc brakes, so less pressure on the pad is needed 

for an equivalent braking power. 
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